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ATRO Adds To Product Line 
Additions to ATROBUSHING product line meeting the need of customers 

 
June 18, 2018 - ST. CLAIR, MO —ATRO Engineered Systems, in striving to recognize and meet the ever changing 
needs of their customers, has added to their aftermarket product line – adding components for both the Meritor 
RFS23T/RFS25T/RFS30T and Watson & Chalin SL1100LW suspensions, plus additions to their hood latch line. 
 

“We understand that our customers have choices. We want to make sure they choose us by continuing 
to provide them with the highest quality, best performing product in the marketplace,” Rob Donaldson, 
Director of Engineering/New Product Development at ATRO. 

 
Meritor RFS23T/RFS25T/RFS30T  
The Meritor RFS Series suspension is used in specialized vocational markets, such as flatbeds, tankers, auto 
haulers and lowboy trailers. ATRO now carries two bushing choices for the key serviceable part on these 
suspensions.  Click here to open Product Announcement 
 
Watson & Chalin SL1100LW  
This self-steering, lightweight lift axle suspension system is ideal for dump, mixer and refuse applications. ATRO’s 
pivot bushing additions are a great compliment to their growing Watson & Chalin product line. The bushing are 
made of long lasting polyurethane which is chemically resistant to the elements and a competitive alternative to 
rubber.  Click here to open Product Announcement 
 
Hood Latches  
These Kenworth and Peterbilt hood latches are very popular in the market and a natural extension of our current 
line. The physical properties of polyurethane are well suited for this application, as exposure to chemicals and the 
elements does not affect polyurethane. Repeated use can cause rubber latches to break.  Conversely, ATRO’s 
polyurethane has 3 times the tear strength of rubber. Click here to open Product Announcement 
 
Detailed information and New Product Releases can be accessed at ATROBUSHING.com under Resources.  
 
For additional resources or customized assistance, customers can reach an ATRO representative Monday - Friday, 
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CST by calling 1-800-325-6114.    
 
 
 
About the Company… 
ATRO is a recognized U.S. and worldwide leader in superior suspension parts for trucks, trailers, buses, 
agricultural, military vehicles and equipment. ATRO Polyurethane•Solutions designs and engineers specific to the 
application, outperforming and outlasting OE rubber and other polyurethane manufacturers’ parts by utilizing 11 
proprietary formulas, ATRO POLYS. ATRO’s product line extends beyond bushings, suspensions and torque rods and 
includes polyurethane solutions bumper to bumper for trucks and trailers. ATRO, located in St. Clair, MO U.S.A., 
was founded in 1987 and is family-owned.  The company’s website is ATROBUSHING.COM.  
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